Pond Plants
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Introduction
Marsh Plants
At the Water’s Edge

Dusty decided to make
an information book.
He thought it would be
an interesting way to
send another report to
his friends. Click on the
arrow to begin reading.

Floating Plants

Here are some marsh
plants that can be found
on the marshy
banks of ponds.
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purple loosestrife
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great willowherb

marsh marigold

Water lilies are floating
plants too. They have
broad leaves and large
flowers. Their leaves
provide shelter from the
Sun for fish and other
pond animals.
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water
forget-me-not
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These plants include
yellow irises, bulrushes,
mare’s tails and large
grasses that we call reeds.

The water soldier is
another plant that floats
in ponds. Each autumn
it sinks to the bottom
where it’s protected from
any ice that forms on
the top of the pond in
winter. In the spring,
it floats back up to the
surface of the pond
and begins to grow
once more.

yellow iris
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bulrushes
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At The Water’s Edge

Right at the water’s edge,
where water laps around
the bottom of their stems,
are what are known as
the ‘swamp plants’.

common comfrey

Ponds often attract lots
of human visitors who
like to picnic nearby.
Visitors don’t always
take their rubbish away
with them. This is
dangerous because litter
such as empty plastic
sandwich bags can trap
small creatures.
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Pollution
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mare’s tails

Algae can cover a pond
so that it looks like a
green carpet but, once
this happens, water
becomes stagnant and
nothing can live there.
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Reeds have flat leaves
that rustle and sway in
the breeze. They produce
feathery flowers and
fluffy seed-heads.
The seeds fall into the
rich mud that surrounds
the reeds where they
will grow into new
reed plants.
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different plants and

animals. Some creatures
visit a pond to feed or

E

breed, many others spend
their whole lives there.
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Pollution and rubbish
can destroy a pond.

their junk into ponds!
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They are home to many
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Duckweed floats on the
pond’s surface. It has
short roots that dangle
from the tiny leaves and
pick up minerals (food)
from the water.

Pollution
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Marsh plants

Some pond plants don’t
like to stand in water for
very long so they are
found only on the banks
of the pond. These are
called marsh plants.
Their roots like the damp
soil but their stems
prefer to stay fairly dry.
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Floating Plants

Some people even throw

Keep your
rubbish out of
our pond!
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Ponds are busy places.

Water soldier plants have very
sharp-edged leaves!
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Pond plants are
important to pond life.
They provide shade for
small creatures and they
help to stop algae from
growing and making the
pond an unhealthy place
for wildlife. Algae needs
sunlight and can’t grow
in the shade.

Fertilizers that are used
to help the farmer’s crops
to grow can sometimes
drain off farmland into
ponds. Once in the pond,
they help algae to grow.
If there’s too much algae,
it covers the pond and
blocks out the sunlight
which other plants and
small creatures need.
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